Hon. Herbert H. Lehman,
Lieutenant-Governor,
Albany, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Lehman:

We have received from the stenotypist his transcript of the discussions at the Conference in regard to State hospitals, at the Harvard Club, on June 28th. In looking over this material, we are greatly impressed both by its immediate and also its permanent value, and I am sure that we will wish either to print it or secure a considerable number of mimeographed copies.

I send you herewith the transcript of your remarks. Would you mind examining it with some care, and making any corrections or revisions which seem to you desirable? In so doing, I suggest that you do not feel any constraint to actually reproduce just what you said. Any material which seems to you unimportant amay be omitted, and I hope you will feel free to make any minor modifications which, on fuller thought, would more correctly express your ideas on the subject.

The labor involved in editing the proceedings, getting them into type, reading proof, etc., will be considerable, and we would especially appreciate it if we might receive your revised copy by July 25th. We cannot send the material to the printer until all of it has been received. I assume that you will not wish to see proof.

Sincerely yours,

Enc.

Secretary.
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